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Abstract

We propose a phase step estimation algorithm in a two-step phase shifting interferom-

etry setup based on orientation selective adaptive monogenic filtering (AMF). Initially,

the AMF algorithm is used for the fringe pattern normalization. A minor modification

in the same algorithm performs an orientation selective monogenic filtering which is

capable of providing a reliable estimation of phase step. Due to the use of the same al-

gorithm for normalization and phase step estimation, the proposed method offers com-

putational efficiency and simplicity. Simulation and experimental results are provided

to demonstrate the suitability of the proposed method in phase demodulation.

Keywords: Two-step phase shifting interferometry, monogenic signal, orientation

selective monogenic filter, phase step.

1. Introduction

Optical interferometric measurement techniques such as digital speckle pattern

interferometry, shearography, moiré interferometry, anddigital holography involve

recording of FPs each carrying information on the physical parameters under obser-

vation. Fringe pattern (FP) is a sinusoidally varying interference pattern which embeds

the whole-field information on the measurand in its phase profile. Therefore, the FP

analysis mainly involves phase demodulation. One of the most popular optical config-

uration for phase measurement isphase shifting interferometry(PSI). In this technique,
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multiplephase-shiftedFPs are recorded by introducing pre-defined phase variations in

the reference arm of the interferometer under the assumption that the measurand does

not vary during the recordings. In general, at least three FPs are essential for a success-

ful phase demodulation. However, due to the presence of environmental disturbances

and component tolerances, more than three FP recordings become essential for reliable

phase demodulation. Nonetheless, from the perspective of measurement applications,

one of the ensuing consequences of these recordings is to impose limitation on the ap-

plicability of the PSI technique to the measurement of static paramters only. At the

same time, in order to keep other parameters unaltered during phase shifts, the exper-

imental setup needs to be made insensitive to vibrations which is hardly possible in

an industrial environment. In order to address these practical issues, a number of PSI

algorithms over the years have been reported [1, 2, 3].

Presently, the main research efforts have been in estimating phase steps from only

two phase shifted FPs. This overcomes many of the limitations associated with the PSI

setup [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20,21]. The PSI algorithms

designed in the case for an unknown phase step involve a two step procedure for phase

demodulation. First, the phase step between the two FPs is estimated. Subsequently,

this estimate is used in the phase demodulation operation. In general, the phase step ap-

plied between the two FPs is unknown and which can take any value within(0,π). Dif-

ferent algorithms have been reported for the estimation of the unknown phase step. The

Fourier transform based method by Kreis et. al. proposes a pointwise demodulation

of FPs [4]. A self-tuning (ST) quadrature filter proposed in [5] estimates the unknown

phase step before phase demodulation. Vargas et. al. proposed a two-step algorithm

for phase demodulation [6] in which a fringe direction map iscomputed at first using

a regularized optical flow (OF) algorithm. Subsequently, the fringe orientated map in

association with the spiral phase transform applied to one of the FPs provides a corre-

sponding quadrature FP from which an unambiguous phase estimate can be obtained.

The Gram-Schmidth (GS) orthonormalization method [7] applied to the FPs provides

orthonormal FPs with which the phase demodulation can be performed easily. Ex-

treme values of interference (EVI) [8] based method is a computationally efficient way

of computing the phase step estimate. Apart from these phasedemodulation methods,
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other phase step estimation algorithms based on two-dimensional continuous wavelet

transform [9], quotient of the inner product [12], independent component analysis [15]

and polynomial phase fitting and global optimization [17, 19, 20] have been reported.

In this work, we propose a phase shift estimation algorithm in a two-step PSI setup

based on orientation selective monogenic filtering of FPs. The two FPs are filtered

by a set of complex monogenic filters tuned at specific frequencies. One real and

two imaginary components of the filtered monogenic FP provides the local amplitude

and phase information associated with these frequencies. This information derived at

different frequency values is utilized for a reliable phaseshift estimation.

2. Proposed Method

In a phase shifting interferometric setup, two phase shifted fringe patterns (FPs)

can be represented as

Ik(rrr) = ak(rrr)+bk(rrr)cos[φ(rrr)+αk] , for k= 1,2. (1)

where,rrr = [x,y]T indicates the pixel spatial coordinates in the FP lattice;ak(rrr) and

bk(rrr) represent the background intensity and the fringe amplitude, respectively;φ(rrr)

is the phase encoded in the FP. In general, the phase shifts (αk) associated with the two

FPs are considered asα1 = 0 andα2 = α. In the proposed method, the FPs are first

normalized using the adaptive monogenic filtering based technique described in [22].

Subsequently, a modified monogenic filtering is performed onthe normalized FPs to

obtain the phase estimate. The procedure of fringe normalization is outlined in the

following section.

2.1. Fringe Normalization Based on Adaptive Monogenic Filter

The monogenic filtering utilizes the local single frequencysinusoidal nature of the

FP. In the neighborhood around a pixelrrr ′ the fringe signal can be represented as

I(rrr) = Acos
[

ωωωT
0 (rrr − rrr ′)+φ

]

, (2)

whereωωω0 = [ωx,ωy]
T represents the local frequency vector. Considering such a fringe

model, a narrow-band low pass filter tuned atωωω0 is able to effectively remove the
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noise from the fringe signal. Apart from noise filtering, an equivalent analytic signal

can be derived using a complex quadrature filter to obtain theamplitude and phase

information. The complex valued analytic signal corresponding to the FP in Eq. (1)

can be expressed as

Ic(rrr) = A(rrr)exp{ j [φ(rrr)+α]} j =
√
−1. (3)

The derivation of analytic signal in Eq. (3) from the two dimensional sinusoidal signal

in Eq. (1) is not straightforward. We need to consider the isotropic generalization of the

analytic signal, themonogenic signal, to obtain the local amplitude and phase informa-

tion [23]. The adaptive monogenic filtering based fringe denoising and normalization

has been proposed in [22]. In this method, the FP is filtered using a set of isotropic

filters tuned at a certain number of frequencies. The output signals of these filters are

combined in such a manner that a denoised and normalized FP isobtained. The fringe

normalization procedure is described below:

1. A bell-shaped function is used as an isotropic filterH(ωωω) tuned at frequencyω0

in [22]. In the present work, we propose to use a log-Gabor filter given as

H(ωωω) = exp






−

(

log
(

||ωωω||
ω0

))2

2(log(σ0))
2






, (4)

whereσ0 is a shape parameter which decides the bandwidth of the filterpass-

band. The advantage of using this band pass filter is that its response atωωω = 0 is

always zero which ensures the filtering of background intensity.

2. The output of log-Gabor filter provides the real part of theanalytic image cor-

responding to the FP. Since the fringe image is a two-dimensional signal, two

imaginary parts of the monogenic signal, one for each direction (x andy), need

to be computed. TheRiesz transform, generalization of theHilbert transformis

used for this purpose. Note that one real (filtered FP) and twoimaginary sig-

nals constitute the one even and two odd components of the monogenic signal,

respectively.

3. To obtain the one real and two imaginary components of the monogenic signal,

the fringe signal is passed through three filters, one even (See Eq. (4)) and two
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odd filters given as

Ho1(ωωω) = j
ωx

||ω ||H(ωωω)

Ho2(ωωω) = j
ωy

||ω ||H(ωωω). (5)

Since this filtering is performed in the Fourier domain, the computation of fil-

tered signal components in the spatial domain involve threeinverse Fourier trans-

form operations. However, this number can be reduced to two by considering a

complex odd filterdefined as [23]

Ho(ωωω) = Ho1(ωωω)+ jHo2(ωωω)

=
jωx−ωy

||ω || H(ωωω) (6)

Once the FP is filtered using this complex filter, the real and imaginary part of

the filtered output are in fact the two odd signal components.This saves one

Fourier transform operation than that required in the method presented in [23].

4. Let Ie(rrr) and Io1(rrr)+ jIo2(rrr) represent the output of filtersH(ωωω) andHo(ωωω),

respectively. Thus,[Ie(rrr), Io1(rrr), Io2(rrr)]T represents the monogenic image. The

local amplitude and local phase map are computed as

|Io(rrr)|=
√

I2
o1(rrr)+ I2

o2(rrr) (7)

A(rrr) =
√

I2
e(rrr)+ I2

o(rrr) (8)

φ(rrr) = arctan

( |Io(rrr)|
Ie(rrr)

)

(9)

Note that, Eqs. (8) and (9), respectively, provide the localamplitude and local

phase information associated with the filter tuned at a particular frequencyωωωkkk.

The adaptive fringe filtering is performed usingK number of filters with over-

lapping passbands. Accordingly, we represent the filtered fringe signal and the

local fringe amplitude asI (k)e (rrr) andA(k)(rrr), respectively, corresponding to the

kth filter.

5. Based on the filter outputs computed in the previous step, fringe normalization

is performed as follows,

In(rrr) =
∑K

k=1w(k)(rrr)I (k)e (rrr)

∑K
k=1w(k)(rrr)A(k)(rrr)

. (10)
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The weightsw(k)(rrr) are obtained as

w(k)(rrr) =

(

A(k)(rrr)
Amax(rrr)

)p

, (11)

whereAmax(rrr) = maxk A(k)(rrr); p is a positive constant and it is setp = 10 as

suggested in [22].

6. In the implementation of Eq. (4), we setσ0 = 0.2. The center frequencies (ωk)

of K filters are equispaced in the range of[π/30,π/2] radians. We setK = 15 in

all the simulation and experimental examples presented in this paper.

2.2. Phase Shift Estimation from the Normalized Fringe Patterns

Upon normalization, the FPs in Eq. (1) can be represented as,

I (n)k (rrr) = cos[φ(rrr)+αk] , for k= 1,2. (12)

In order to estimate the value ofα, we propose to use the same monogenic filter de-

scribed in the previous subsection with a minor modification. The isotropic filter in the

frequency domain in Eq. (4) is modified as

Hα(ωωω) = G(ωωω)H(ωωω), (13)

whereG(ωωω) represents a binary mask in the frequency domain. The value of G(ωωω) is

1 only in one quadrant and 0 otherwise. The masked isotropic filter in the frequency

domain retains fringes with certains orientations only andfilters out remaining fringes.

For example, consider a normalized FP in Fig.1a where fringes with all possible orien-

tations are present. This FP is filtered using the monogenic filter defined usingHα(ωωω).

Figures 1b and 1c show the magnitude plots of one ofH(ωωω) andHα(ωωω) filters, respec-

tively. The filtered FP in Fig. 1d indicates the orientation selective filtering. The local

amplitude and phase maps are shown in Figs. 1e and 1f, respectively.

Monogenic fringe signal magnitude and phase values are computed for each one

of the selectedK number of filters. At each pixel, fringe signal with the maximum

magnitude is selected for further processing. Let us represent this signal asI ( f )
k (rrr),

which is the complex valued analytic representation of the original real-valued fringe
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 1: Simulation Example: (a) normalized fringe pattern (b) and (c) magnitude plots ofH(ωωω) and

Hα (ωωω), respectively. (d) Orientation selective filtered fringe signal. (e) and (f) Magnitude and phase plots

of filtered fringe signal, respectively.

signal. According to Eq. (3), the complex-valued FPs can be expressed as,

I ( f )
1 (rrr) = A1(rrr)exp{ j [φ(rrr)]} (14)

I ( f )
2 (rrr) = A2(rrr)exp{ j [φ(rrr)+α]} (15)
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Equations (14) and (15) suggest that the phase step estimatecan be obtained as

Id(rrr) = I ( f )
2 (rrr)

(

I ( f )
1 (rrr)

)∗
(16)

α(rrr) = ∠{Id(rrr)} (17)

In order to obtain reliable phase step estimate, we consideronly those pixels where

|Id(rrr)| is above a certain threshold value. We set this threshold as 0.3|Id(rrr)|max. Using

the phase step estimates at these selected pixels, a histogram is computed. The phase

step value observed at a maximum number of pixels is considered to be the phase step

estimateα̂. Finally, the phase estimate is computed as

φ̂ (rrr) = arctan

[

I (n)1 (rrr)cos(α̂)− I (n)2 (rrr)

I (n)1 (rrr)sin(α̂)

]

(18)

For the FP example considered in Fig. 1, the simulation was performed withα =

1 rad. The above described method is used to estimate the phase step and subsequently

the phase map. The phase step is accurately estimated from the histogram of estimated

phase steps obtained at selected pixels as shown in Fig. 2a. Figure 2b shows the phase

map computed using this phase step estimate.

(a) (b)

Figure 2: a) Histogram of the estimated phase step at selected pixels. Phase step values are in radians. b)

Estimated phase map.

3. Simulation Results

A simulation example is provided for the phase demodulationof FPs shown in

Fig. 3 which were simulated with a phase step ofα = 1 rad at signal to noise ratio
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Figure 3: Phase shifted FPs of size 256×256 simulated withα = 1 at SNR = 20 dB.

Kreis

(a)

ST

(b)

OF

(c)

GS

(d)

EVI

(e)

Proposed

(f)

Figure 4: Estimated phase maps from the phase shifted FPs shown in Fig. 3 using (a) Kries (b) ST (c) OF

(d) GS (e) EVI and (f) the proposed method.

(SNR) of 20 dB. The fringe amplitude was set asb(x,y) = 25·exp
{

−(rrr2/5e4)
}

. In the

implementation of the proposed method, we have setK = 15,σ0 = 0.2, ωωωmin = π/30

andωωωmax= π/5, for all of the simulation and experimental study. Figure 4shows the

phase maps estimated using the Kries, ST, OF, GS, EVI and the proposed method. It
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Figure 5: Root mean square error in the estimation of phase computed using the Kries, ST, OF, GS, EVI and

the proposed method in function ofα at (a) SNR =∞ dB and (b) SNR = 20 dB. (c) Error in the estimation

of phase step computed using the EVI and the proposed method in function ofα at SNR = 10 and 30 dB.

has been found that while the Kries, ST and OF methods provided inaccurate phase

estimates, the GS, EVI and the proposed method resulted in reliable phase estimates.

Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE)s in phase estimation are computed, for the fringe

pattern example shown in Fig. 4, in function ofα at SNR =∞ dB and 20 dB, as

shown Figs. 5a and 5b, respectively. Accurate phase estimates for a wide range ofα

values are obtained using the GS, the EVI and the proposed method. Albeit the main

purpose of FP analysis being phase estimation, the proposedmethod is developed with

the main objective of accurate phase step estimation. Consequently, the performance

of the proposed algorithm is also evaluated for the estimation of phase step. Errors in

the phase step evaluation using the EVI and the proposed method are compared in Fig.

5c at SNR = 10 dB and 30 dB which indicates a higher noise tolerance of the proposed

method compared to the EVI method over the entire range ofα.
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4. Experimental Results
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Figure 6: (a) and (b) Two phase-shifted FPs recorded in a classical holographic interferometric setup corre-

sponding to out-of-plane deformation of an aluminum plate.(c) The reference true phase computed using

the Schwider-Hariharan (5-step) phase shifting algorithm.

Experimental validation of the proposed method is performed using the FPs recorded

in a classical holographic interferometry setup. Two out oftotal five phase shifted FPs

corresponding to the out-of-plane deformation of an aluminum plate are shown in Figs.

6(a) and (b). For reference, the FPs were demodulated using the five-frame Schwider-

Hariharan algorithm [24, 25]. The estimated phase shown in Fig. 6(c) is considered to

be the true phase map.

The phase estimated obtained using the Kries, ST, OF, GS, EVIand the proposed

method are shown in Fig. 7. The errors in the wrapped phase estimation with respect
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Proposed
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Figure 7: Estimated phase maps from the phase shifted FPs shown in Fig. 6 using (a) Kries (b) ST (c) OF

(d) GS (e) EVI and (f) the proposed method.

to Fig. 6(c) are shown in Fig. 8. The phase estimation error variances (σ ) computed

for each method are also provided in the figure. We have included this figure in our

revised manuscript. The estimated phase step by the EVI method and the proposed

method were 0.7948 rad and 0.9602 rad, respectively. The true phase step applied

between the two fringe patterns wasπ/3 = 1.0472rad. This results shows that the

phase step estimated with the proposed method is more accurate compared to the EVI

method. The experimental results demonstrate the practical feasibility of the proposed

method.

5. Discussion

The proposed method provides reliable phase step estimation over a wide range

of phase step values. However, for the phase step close to 0 and π , since the two

fringe patterns are almost identical, the accuracy of the phase step estimation using the
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Figure 8: Error in the estimated phase maps with respect to Fig. 6(c) computed using (a) Kries (b) ST (c)

OF (d) GS (e) EVI and (f) the proposed method.σ represents error variance. All values are in radians.

proposed method is low. However, this is true with most of thetwo-step phase shifting

interferometry algorithms. The simulation and experimental results demonstrated that

the performance of the proposed method is independent of fringe density. However,

it is important to note that the performance depends on the appropriate selection of

range of center frequenciesωωωmin and ωωωmax. Thus, some apriori knowledge on the

fringe frequency is beneficial. At the same time, if the computation time is not of

much concern, then a wide range of center frequencies for themonogenic filters can be

selected. Since the two dimensional signal model in Eq. (3) takes into account the local

fringe amplitude, the proposed method provides information on the fringe amplitude

variation as well. Thus, its performance in the phase step estimation remain unaffected

by fringe amplitude modulation.
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6. Conclusion

A noise robust phase step estimation algorithm is proposed for a two-step phase

shifting interferometry setup. A simple modification of theadaptive monogenic filter-

ing algorithm allows to perform orientation selective filtering of fringe patterns. Phase

step estimation can be derived from such filtered fringe patterns. The simulation re-

sults exhibit the capability of the proposed algorithm in estimating the phase step over

a wide range of its values. The noise robust performance of proposed algorithm is also

validated. Finally, the experimental results demonstratethe practical feasibility of the

proposed method.
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